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Y
ou have been to Istria so many times and store grain and other farming products paid for by the 1. Church of St. Cosmas and Damian dates back 
you have not visited Boljun yet?! Sure, it is inhabitants of Boljun to their masters.to the 12th century, as does the Church of St. Fabian 
located a little bit "off the beaten track", and Sebastian located along the road climbing from 5. The Parish Church of St. George features a Late 

on top of a hill, with a grandstand view of the fertile the valley to Boljun. It can be found at the entrance Gothic polygonal sanctuary. Numerous original 
valley of the Boljunčica and the mountain massif of into the place, beside the former main gate Glagolithic inscriptions can be found in the church 
Učka rising above it it. (destroyed after World War I to allow large vehicles interior. The Latin inscription on the bell tower (1645) 
This position was the reason for the origin of this entry). A Glagolithic inscription dated 1543 was built leads to the conclusion that the bell tower of Boljun is 
place, ever since the pre-historic fortified borough, next to the wall of the sacristy. Latin inscriptions one of the oldest in Istria. The unusual stone "pine 
through the fortification Ad Fines which the Romans (1698 above the entrance, 1705 on the triumphal arch) cones" scattered on the wall surrounding the church 
used to guard the road from Fianona (Plomin) over give evidence of later restorations of the church. and the relief-finished pavement kerbs were most 
the Učka Mountain to Tarsatica (Trsat), and later, in probably taken from an older building.2. The votive altar of Gaius Valerius Priscus, a 
the Middle Ages as the fortification guarding the fabric merchant from Aquileia, is dedicated to an 6. Glagolithic and Latin inscription dated 1641 
borders of the Pazin County. unknown deity and dates back to the Roman period. by the last Boljun parish priest – glagolithic writer can 

It was found in the vicinity of Boljun and was placed be seen on the back external wall.
in today's position during the period of Italian 7. Mašinarija (old rectory, 1699)
government (1921 – 1943) to be used as flag post. 8. The Pataj House (1708)
Next to it there is the župan's (mayor) table, a 9. Calvary (1914)
reminder of the times when Boljun had its own town 10. The Studenac spring and the Perilo (a spring 
government. where dirty laundry used to be washed) situated at 
3. The Castle of Boljun was built and later the foot of the Boljun hill is only five minutes away 
extended between the 11th and 17th centuries. In and can be reached by following the path down the 
times of war it was a safe haven for the inhabitants of hill. By continuing your walk past the spring you will 
Boljun and the surrounding area (in 1332, 1612 and so reach an area called Troja and the ruins of the Church 
on). Until recently there was a pond in the centre of of St. Peter (11) where fragments of interlace 
its courtyard, but it was filled in and today is used for ornaments from the 9th century were found.
performances. Next to the northern corner of the 12. The Church of St. Fabian and Sebastian (12th 
Castle there is the small gate. c.)

Our Boljun - not a town, not a village, often paid 4. The župans (mayors) and judges of Boljun used to 13. Rustic residential buildings of Medieval 
dearly for its frontier position, but it has survived. meet in the Loggia. The kašća (granary) erected architecture (14th c.)
From the 15th to the end of the 17th centuries the behind it was used to 14. Residential building of rural architecture 
place reached the peak of its development. It had its (15th to 16th centuries), one of the oldest in Istria.
judges and town mayors, its own laws and a 
population of about 130 families. In that period 
Boljun was, just like some other presently better 
known Istrian small towns, one of the centres of 
glagolithic literacy, as witnessed by numerous 
documents today preserved in archives, but also by 
original Glagolithic inscriptions engraved in stone 
and visible during a walk around the place.
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BOLJUNSKA KONOBA, Boljun 30a,  phone 
+385(0)631 100, 15:00-23:00, Sun 12:00-23:00, 
Tuesday closed (50/40)
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DIANA, ApStudio***2+2, Boljun 8a, Phone 
+385(0)91 513 7794, 
MOSTAC, 2A***4+2, A***4+1, Boljun 20 Phone 
+385(0)99 78 22 758, +385(0)52 631 115
BULADA, 2A***4, A*2, A***4+2, Romanija 19, 
Boljunsko polje, phone +385(0)98 583 5692,
VILLA BOLJUNČICA, Markovići 55a, Boljunsko 
polje, phone +385(0)91 488 0085, +385(0)98 289 
429
>>> more on 

ŽUPNI URED, (Parish office), 
phone: ++385(0)631 037

www.central-istria.com/boljun
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